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Machine   Precaution 

BR - Unicontrol 
1.Stop complete Blow room. 
2. Keep Power ON  Unicontrol ( Without Production )

BR - Unifloc
1. Rest Take off roller on the Bale 
2. Keep Machine power ON 
3. Release the belt tension. 

BR -Uniclean  
1. Keep Machine power ON 
2. Release the belt tension. 

BR -Unimix 
1. Keep Machine power ON 
2. Release the belt tension. 
3. Make empty chambers. ( Run all material or remove)

BR- Unistore 
1. Keep Machine power ON 
2.Please loosen the belt tension. 
3.Make empty chambers. ( Run all material or remove)

BR -Condenser  1. Release the belt tension

Carding 

1. Keep the machine power on
2. Make full cleaning before stopping. Run out the material from the machine/ 
Line, 
3. Drain compressed air from machine
4. Depatment should be enclosed.No Humid air should enter the department.     
5. Release belt tensions                                                 
                                                  
6.Make record of history of clothing life and process parameters.         

Precautions for long Machine stoppage 
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Bracker DF 

1 Keep the machine power on
2.Remove / runout all process material from machine
3.Drain compressed air from machine
4. Unload the creel earth rollers and rest at the back by keeping nonconductive 
material
5. Releas tension all types of belts
6.Top arms pressure to be released
7. Remove bottom roll strippers and store it safely.  
8. If possible remove top rollers and store it safely

Unilap / Omega 

1. Keep the machine power on
2. Stop the machine immediately after doff cycle completion. (Remove sliver at 
creel during doffing). 
3. Remove all spool in machine / magazine / tube fetcher
4. Ensure lap flange is open and at bottom position
5. Remove / runout all process material from machine
6. Drain compressed air from machine
7. Release tension all types of belts
8. Top arms pressure to be released
9. Remove all roll strippers and store it safely
10. If possible remove top rollers and store it safely

Omega Lap 

1 Keep the machine power on
2.Stop the machine immediately after doff cycle completion. (Remove sliver at 
creel during doffing). 
3. Un-tension lap winding belt
4. Remove all spools in machine / magazine / tube fetcher
5.Ensure lap flange is open and at bottom position
6. Remove / runout all process material from machine
7. Drain compressed air from machine
8 Un tension all types of belts
9. Top arms pressure to be released
10. Bottom roller strippers should be removed and store it safely
11. If possible remove top rollers and store it safely

Finisher DF 

1.Keep the machine power on
2.Remove / runout all process material from machine
3.Remove all strippers and store it safely
4.Unload the creel earth rollers and rest at the back by keeping 
5.nonconductive material
6.Un tension all types of belts
7.Ensure scanning roller pressure is released
8.Ensure top arm pressure is released
9.If possible remove top rollers and store it safely
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Comber 

1. Keep the machine power on
2. Remove / runout all process material from machine
3. Ensure that the machine is at 24 index
4. Feed rollers should be removed from Nipper
5. Remove all strippers and store it safely – Drafting , Detaching
6. Drain compressed air from machine
7. Un tension all types of belts
8. Loading on table & coiler calendar roller to be released
9. Ensure all top arm pressure is released.
10. If possible remove top rollers and store it safely

Speed Frame

1.All top arms load to be released (for spring loaded)
2.All machines to be on doffing position (not tilted)
3.Flyers to be free from roving(it will gets chock inside due to misture)
4.TImer belts to be released( At least drafting drive )
5.Bottom aprons to be released from tension
6.Proper grease should be applied on drafting gears 
         

Ring Frame 

1.Drafting system Timing belt needs to be untensioned.
2. Drafting system pressure must be released.
4.Top arm must be lifted or in unloaded condition.
5.Bottom apron needs to be untensioned.
6.Machine need to be switched off with the off button provided in the 
panel.Main power must be switched off with the isolator provided in the 
machine.
7.Machine must not stopped in between doffing sequence.Stop the machines 
in the running condition with out any fault messages in the display.
8.No need to apply oil in Rings and spindles top part as both are rust proof
9Traveller must be removed from the rings as the travellers are bound to form 
rust .
9.Keep all the OHTC at the parking position while switching off the machine

Open End

1.Keep machine power ON , No need  of compressed Air; If not possible keep 
3.4 V battery handy and note down all running settings 
2. Remove all delivery cots and keep at dry place 
3. Remove all rotors and keep on machine which release the belt tension 
4. Open all spin box which release the OR belt pressure 
5. Department must be moisture free to avoid any corrosion 
6. Robot need to move by 100 mm after 2-3 days to avoid damage of roller / 
bearing
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Air Jet 

1.Keep machine power ON , No need  compressed Air
2.Open all drafting and loosen / remove bottom apron 
3.Keep Spinning Housing in raised condition and package lifted up 
4.Department must be moisture free to avoid any corrosion

Spider web  

1. Switch off the power to the network switches.
2. Switch off  the power to the dashboards.( Signage boards)
3. Shut down the spiderweb server using shutdown command.
4. Ensure proper shutdown of the server and later turn off the input power.
5. Switch off  the power to the UPS.

Servo Lap 

1. Take USB backup of system configuration data from menu 41.4
2. Move the hoisting gear / carriage to the service position.
3. Move the hoist motor to the bottom position and apply grease for the steel 
rope and then move to the top most position and lock.
4. Ensure any empty spools / laps are removed from the grippers.
5. Ensure Grippers to be in closed position.
6. Turn off the mains power.
7. Apply the friction gear manually so that the travel drive not moved. Don’t 
forget to release the friction gear before turning on the mains.

ISM
1. ISM power is taken from Ring frame mains hence switching off Ring frame 
machine will cut the power for ISM system.

General

1. Note down all machine software versions
2. If there is single machines (Blowroom, Unicontrol, Lap former) note down or 
take photo of menus. This will help in case of program corrupt
3. Ensure respective machine program flash / memory cards are available
4. Completely close all the entries, windows to avoid humidity. Use only single 
entry/ exit point preferably at packing department.
5. If possible use rat repellents in panels


